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creatures think themselves nearest to their religion
when they are farthest from it. Of the two hundred
and fifty million Hindus how many are like this
rabble of Benares, lost in the night of error, duped
by false shepherds, maddened by fiery heat and
grinding poverty, devotees of a religion that has
gone rotten, deteriorated out of recognition ! And
what is behind it all but ignorance and disease,
pride and madness, and hysterical sensuality,
perverse lust for suffering and gloating over pain ?
Christian missionaries are doing noble work
amongst them, and their heroic efforts are meeting
with success—despite the gibes of those who point
out that their converts hail from the lowest class
exclusively, from the Untouchables. These short-
sighted critics seem to have forgotten that the
earliest Christians, too, were Roman slaves. But,
even if we rule out the help the pioneers of a new
faith may bring, surely the least these poor be-
nighted folk could do would be to follow the pre-
cepts of their own religion, as it was in the beginning.
Some holy men, in their efforts to acquire the
habit of the meditative life, practise disciplinary
exercises and remain for long periods in compli-
cated postures, hoping thus to subdue their carnal
appetites, to master the infirmity of the flesh.
Others seek the same end by way of penance ; chilly
mortals go stark-naked, those who dislike heat light
fires ' beside their boolies, while others who are
afraid of pain lie down on beds of spikes. The
object of this ruthless discipline is to ensure attain-
ment of the contemplative state ; suffering for its
own sake has never been enjoined by the Hindu
canon.
In the ancient scriptures an epithet of Kali is
Bhadra Kali, the " black benign." For the warrior

